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Throughout 2011, Grafx will be keeping you informed of the latest tips and
offers that relate to the use of the Mac at home and any training we may be
offering on the Apple software. We hope you find these emailers of use and
continue to benefit from the content provided.
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The Seminar will not be
technical, but will review how
IT has evolved within
businesses over the years,
determining the value of
traditional methods and
looking to see if there are
better and more cost effective
ways to manage IT and its
development.

Tony Briscombe
Managing Director

IT Business Overview
23rd September 2011

73 Market Street, Cheltenham, GL50 3NJ: 
Need an IT approach that fits your modern business
needs? The way we work has changed but, all too often,
the IT we use hasn’t…
And so we struggle to make old technology do the things
we need to do in today’s business environment. We all
appreciate that every penny counts but the trick is
knowing when that can be a false economy
Success means knowing how to afford good IT and its
business benefits, not just how it works.
So, at Grafx, we believe that IT seminars should – first
and foremost  – be for Managing Directors and heads of
finance.
 
What do you want your IT to do for your business?
Could ‘cloud computing’, ‘SaaS’ or ‘exchange computing”
help? They might. But not if they’re just buzz words
bandied about by IT suppliers. So you need to know what
they can do for you and your business.
Grafx can be your trusted business partner – advising on
modern systems that are efficient, secure, multi-location,
mobile oriented and low cost.

Register for the event now

Find out more information . . . 
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